Acceptable are:

- Neatly drawn hand drawings
- Computer aided drawings
- Metres or feet/inches are accepted. Please use units consistently.

This drawing is not drawn to scale, and is intended for illustrative purposes only.

Checklists identify the minimum information required for application review. Additional information may be requested.

**Deck Construction Drawing Checklist:**

- Property address
- Foundation type (Engineering if deck is higher than 1.8m or 71”)
- Full deck Engineering for decks over 3.6m or 11'-10” (deck foundation, columns, beam(s), joists, guards, stringers, bracing and all connections, including deck ledger to house frame; joists to ledger; joists to beam; beam to posts; posts to foundation.)
- Posts size
- Beam size
- Beam size and location
- Beam cantilever size
- Joist size and spacing
- Joist span
- Joist cantilever size
- Decking material, provide CCMC number for manufactured and membrane decking.
- Stairs locations
- Guards
- Handrails
- Deck height (at the highest point above grade)